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Abstract

We introduce Quantum Time–Frequency Analysis, which expands the approach of Quantum

Harmonic Analysis to include modulations of operators in addition to translations. This is done by

a projective representation of double-phase space, and we consider the associated matrix coefficients

and integrated representation. This leads to the polarised Cohen’s class, which is an isomorphism

from Hilbert-Schmidt operators to a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, and has orthogonality relations

similar to many objects in classical time–frequency analysis. By considering a class of windows for

the polarised Cohen’s class that is smaller than the class of Hilbert-Schmidt operators, then we find

spaces of modulation spaces of operators, and we consider the properties of these spaces, including

discretisation results and mapping properties between function modulation spaces. We also compare

modulation spaces of operators to known symbol classes for pseudodifferential operators. In many

cases, using rank–one examples of operators, we recover familiar objects and results from classical

time–frequency analysis and the theory of pseudodifferential operators.

1 Introduction

Quantum Harmonic Analysis (QHA), introduced by Werner in 1984 [38], extends the tools of harmonic
analysis, convolutions and Fourier transforms, to operators and functions on phase space, where the
translation of an operator S is defined by αzpSq “ πpzqSπpzq˚ and πpzq denotes the Schrödinger repre-
sentation of R2d.

Recently these tools have been recognised as valuable instruments to understand objects in time-
frequency analysis, and have motivated many new developments in the field [30] [31] [32], as well as
generalisations to other locally compact group representations [7] [25] [20], and applications to the anal-
ysis of functional data sets [14] [13]. As one finds in classical harmonic analysis, the translations of
operators αz in QHA form a commutative representation of phase space, and many questions concerning
operators may be reduced to questions on their Weyl symbols.

Motivated by the efficacy of time-frequency analysis of functions, in this work we extend our perspective
to that of Quantum Time-Frequency Analysis. While classical time-frequency analysis occurs on phase
space, the time-frequency analysis of operators (themselves identified via their Weyl symbol with phase
space) requires lifting to double phase space. To do so, we consider a projective representation of double-
phase space acting on the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators,

γw,zpSq :“ πpzqSπpwq˚.

which amounts to a combination of translation and modulation of operators, understood on the symbol
level, motivating our nomenclature. While αz shifts are related to the covariant symbol in the work [5],
γw,z shifts are related to the contravariant symbol. In particular, we find:

Theorem 1.1. Let w “ pw1, w2q, z “ pz1, z2q P R2d, and S P HS. Then

σγw,zpSq “ eiπpw1`z1qpw2´z2qπpUpw, zqqσS ,

where

Upw, zq “ Upw1, w2, z1, z2q :“
´w1 ` z1

2
,
w2 ` z2

2
, w2 ´ z2, z1 ´ w1

¯
.
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By considering a rank-one operator, this can be used to show the form of an STFT of a Wigner
distribution, used in many results about boundedness of operators on modulation spaces. We see that
on the diagonal w “ z, the time-frequency shift γz,z reduces to a pure translation αz, and in this sense we
find quantum harmonic analysis within quantum time-frequency analysis. With this representation, we
consider the matrix coefficients and integrated representations, and define these as the Polarised Cohen’s
class and its adjoint respectively;

QST pw, zq :“ xT, γw,zpSqyHS

Q˚
SF :“

ż

R4d

F pw, zqγw,zpSq dw dz.

Note that QSpf b fqpz, zq is the Cohen class QSpfqpzq of the operator S that was introduced in [31].
We show that the polarised Cohen’s class behaves in ways one would hope when constructing a time-
frequency analysis object; it is isometric from the Hilbert-Schmidt operators into L2pR4dq, it satisfies
an orthogonality relation mirroring Moyal’s identity, and a resolution of the identity. In particular, it
defines a reproducing kernel Hilbert space:

Proposition 1.2. Let S P HS be non-zero. Then For any T P HS, we have the identity

Q˚
SQST “ T.

Furthermore, this gives rise to the reproducing formula

QST pw, zq “

ż

R4d

QST pw1, z1qkw,zpw1, z1q dw1 dz1,

where kw,zpw1, z1q “ xπpz1qSπpw1q˚, πpzqSπpwq˚yHS .

We are naturally led to the notion of modulation spaces of operators, given by

Mp,q
m :“ tT P S

1 : Qϕ0bϕ0
T P Lp,qm pR4dqu,

where ϕ0 is the normalised Gaussian and S
1 are those operators with Weyl symbol in the space of

tempered distributions. Of particular interest is the subtle difference between spaces of operators with
Weyl symbols in Mp,q

m pR2dq spaces, and the operators Mp,q
m , and we consider inclusion results between

these two classes of spaces. The operator space Mp,q
m is then characterised by the same reproducing

property:

Proposition 1.3. Given T P S
1;

T P Mp,q
m ðñ QS0

T ©̊QS0
S0 “ QS0

T.

Here ©̊ is the appropriate notion of a twisted convolution on double phase space, to be defined.

As a result of the operator translations being unitarily equivalent to a translation of the Weyl symbol,
it is not possible to construct a discrete frame of translates on a lattice, that is to say, a frame of the
form tαλpSquλPΛ for Hilbert-Schmidt operators [36]. With the time-frequency shifts for operators, we
construct frames of the form tγλ,µpSqupλ,µqPΛˆM . As one would expect, a privileged role is played by
the Feichtinger operators M1 considered in [17] [4], and given a frame for HS with window in M1, the
operator modulation spaces Mp,q

m are characterised by ℓp,qm decay of the polarised Cohen’s class on the
lattice:

Theorem 1.4. An operator T P M8 is in the space Mp,q
m if and only if CSpT q P ℓp,qm for some S P M1

v

which generates a Gabor frame.

This characterisation gives a reconstruction formula for all operators in Mp,q
m spaces

Corollary 1.5. Let S, S̃ P M1
v generate a dual pair of Gabor frames for ΛˆM , that is to say ES̃,S “ IHS .

Then for T P Mp,q
m ;

T “
ÿ

ΛˆM

QST pλ, µqγλ,µpS̃q,

where the sum converges unconditionally for p, q ă 8, otherwise in the weak-˚ topology.
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Recognizing that this decomposition amounts to the composition of an analysis operator, the matrix
pQST pλ, µqqλµ, and a synthesis operator, we proceed to study the action of operators in Mp,q

m spaces as
linear maps between modulation spaces. We find that:

Proposition 1.6. For 1 ď p, q ă 8, Mp,q Ă ΠqpMp1

;M qq.

Here ΠqpMp1

;M qq is the Banach space of q-summing operators between modulation spaces Mp1

pRdq
and M qpRdq (cf. [28]). Finally we relate the spaces Mp,q

m to those operators with Weyl symbols in
Mp,q
m pR2dq, finding the following:

Theorem 1.7. Given 1 ď p ď q ď 8, if T P Mq,p then σT P Mp,qpR2dq. Conversely given
1 ď q ď p ď 8, if σT P Mp,qpR2dq then T P Mq,p.

If we consider rank-one operators for S and/or T , we recover familiar concepts from time-frequency
analysis. Results on boundedness of operators with Weyl symbols in modulation spaces (cf. [22], [11],
[12], [33]) rely on the following identities, aka as “magic identities”, for functions f, g, ϕ P L2pRdq:

VW pϕ,ϕqW pf, gqpw, zq “ e´2πw2z2Vϕfpw1 ´ z1
2
, w2 ` z2

2
qVϕgpw1 ` z1

2
, w2 ´ z2

2
q

VVϕϕVgfpw, zq “ e´2πw2z2Vϕfp´z2, w2 ` z1qVϕgp´w1 ´ z2, z1q.

In the framework of QTFA, these results are simply the relation between γw,zpSq and the effect the
representation has on the Weyl symbol and spreading function, respectively. Similarly, the decomposition
Corollary 1.5, in the case of a rank-one window S “ g b g, becomes a decomposition of an operator T
with respect to the Gabor matrix

`
xTπpµqg, πpλqgy

˘
λ,µ
.

Such decompositions have been considered in for example [2], and are used to show boundedness condi-
tions in [12]. The rank–one case of Gabor frames for Hilbert Schmidt operators is considered in [1]. The
adjoint map Q˚

S for rank–one S maps a symbol to the corresponding bilocalisation operator introduced
in [9].

In this sense QTFA can be seen to be a unifying framework for vaguely related concepts in the
time-frequency analysis of operators.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Time Frequency Analysis

The basic objects in time-frequency analysis are closely connected to the projective unitary representation
of the Weyl-Heisenberg group which gives rise to time-frequency shifts on L2pRdq. These shifts can be
defined as the composition of the modulation operator Mω : fptq ÞÑ e2πiωtfptq, and the translation
operator Tx : fptq ÞÑ fpt´ xq, by the identity

πpzq “ MωTx

where z “ px, ωq P R2d. The operator πpzq is unitary on L2pRdq, and satisfies the identities

πpzqπpz1q “ e´2πiω1xπpz ` z1q

πpzq˚ “ e´2πixωπp´zq.

The Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) can then be defined for functions f, g P L2pRdq, by

Vgfpzq :“ xf, πpzqgyL2. (1)

The function g is referred to as the window, or atom, and is commonly taken to be a function concentrated
around the origin in both time and frequency, such as the (normalised) Gaussian ϕ0ptq “ 2d{4eπt

2

. For a
normalised g P L2pR2q, the map Vg : f ÞÑ Vgf is isometric from L2pRdq to L2pR2dq, and in fact we have
the even stronger result, known as Moyal’s identity, that given functions f1, f2, g1, g2 P L2pRdq;

xVg1f1, Vg2f2yL2pR2dq “ xf1, f2yL2pRdqxg1, g2yL2pRdq.
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The adjoint V ˚
g : L2pR2dq Ñ L2pRdq is given by

V ˚
g pF q :“

ż

R2d

F pzqπpzqg dz,

where the integral can be understood in the weak sense, and gives the reconstruction formula

f “

ż

R2d

Vgfpzqπpzqg dz.

If we restrict the window g to the Schwartz space S , we can define the STFT for all tempered distri-
butions S 1, as S is invariant under π shifts. Doing so allows us to define the modulation spaces Mp,q

m

for 1 ď p, q ď 8 and v-moderate weight m of polynomial growth (see Chapter 11 of [21] for details on
weight functions and function spaces), the space

Mp,q
m pRdq :“ tf P pM1

v pRdqq1 : Vϕ0
f P Lp,qm pR2dqu,

with the norm }f}Mp,q
m

“ }Vϕ0
f}Lp,q

m
. Given any g P M1

v pRdq, the space tf P pM1
v pRdqq1 : Vgf P

Lp,qm pR2dqu is equal to the spaceMp,q
m pRdq, and the associated norms are equivalent. From the properties

of the STFT above, it follows that M2,2pRdq “ L2pRdq. As a result of the uniform continuity of the
STFT, the modulation spaces have a useful description in terms of local smoothness and global decay.
For our purposes, we define the Wiener amalgam space W pLp,gm pRdqq as the space of functions F such
that

}F }W pLp,q
m pRdqq :“

››› ess sup
zPTpk,lqΩ

F pzq
›››
ℓ
p,q
m

ă 8,

where Ω is the fundamental domain r0, 1sd. For a function g in the modulation space M1
v pRdq, Vgg is

then contained in W pL1
vpR2dqq, and we will make use of the following convolution relation for this space:

Lemma 2.1. Given g P W pL1
vpR2dqq and f P Lp,qm pR2dq continuous functions, where m is a v-moderate

weight, we have

}f6g}W pLp,q
m pR2dqq ď C}f}Lp,q

m pR2dq}g}W pL1
vpR2dqq

where C is a constant depending on m and v.

The correspondence principle of coorbit theory gives the characterisation of the Mp,q
m pRdq spaces as

those for which the map

Vg :M
p,q
m pRdq Ñ tF P Lp,qm pR2dq : F 6Vgg “ F u.

is an isomorphism for any g P M1
v pRdq. The twisted convolution 6 for two functions F,G is defined by

F 6G :“

ż

R2d

F pz1qGpz ´ z1qe´2πix1pω´ω1q dz1,

and satisfies Young’s inequalities for mixed-norm spaces;

}F 6H}Lp,q
m

ď Cm,v}F }L1
v
}H}Lp,q

m
,

for F P L1
vpR2dq and H P Lp,qm pR2dq.

2.2 Frames and Gabor Analysis

Much of the appeal of time-frequency analysis, and coorbit theory more generally, lies in the discretisation
results available. The STFT on a discrete subset of R2d gives a basis like representation of a signal, known
as a frame. Given a Hilbert space H, a frame is a subset tfiuiPI satisfying the property known as the
frame condition;

A}f}2H ď
ÿ

iPI

xf, fiy
2
H ď B}f}2H (2)

4



for every f P H. An orthonormal basis satisfies the frame with frame bounds A “ B “ 1, but more
general frames need not give unique frame coefficients xf, fiy, and indeed this overcompleteness is in
some senses desirable. The frame operator

Ef :“
ÿ

iPI

xf, fiyH fi

is positive, bounded and invertible on H for a frame tfiuiPI . The frame operator can be decomposed
into the analysis operator C : H Ñ ℓ2 defined by

Cf :“ txf, fiyHuiPI ,

and the synthesis operator D : ℓ2 Ñ H defined by

Da :“
ÿ

iPI

aifi.

Given a frame tfiuiPI , the positivity and invertibility of E give the existence of a dual frame tf̃iuiPI ,
given by f̃i “ E´1fi, which by construction satisfies the identities

f “
ÿ

iPI

xf, f̃iyH fi “
ÿ

iPI

xf, fiyH f̃i.

In Gabor analysis, one constructs Gabor frames for L2pRdq, of the form

tπpλqguλPΛ

for some discrete set Λ P R2d. Note that for the whole continuous space tπpzqguzPR2d is trivially a frame
with A “ B and dual frame g

}g}2
2

. Moreover, the modulation spaces Mp,q
m pRdq are characterised by their

frame coefficients. Namely given a Gabor frame for L2pRdq generated by window g P M1
v pRdq , then for

f P M8

f P Mp,q
m pRdq ðñ txf, πpλqgyuλPΛ P ℓp,qm .

2.3 Pseudo-Differential Operators

We begin by defining the trace of an operator S P LpL2pRdq;L2pRdqq as

trpSq :“
ÿ

n

xSen, enyL2 ,

where tenunPN is an orthonormal basis for L2pRdq and the trace does not depend on the choice of basis.
The trace class of operators corresponds to those operators with finite trace of their positive part;

S1 :“ tS P LpL2pRdqq : trpSq ă 8u,

and is a Banach space and ideal of the bounded operators. The Hilbert-Schmidt operators are defined
as the operators

HS :“ tT P LpL2pRdqq : T ˚T P S1u.

The Hilbert-Schmidt operators form a Hilbert space equipped with the inner product

xS, T yHS “ trpST ˚q

and contains S1 as a proper ideal. Since trace class and Hilbert-Schmidt operators (and more generally
any Schatten class operator defined by ℓp decay of its singular values) are compact, they admit a spectral
decomposition

S “
ÿ

nPN

λnψn b φn,

5



where λn are the singular values of S, tψnunPN and tφnunPN are orthonormal sets and the sum converges
in operator norm. The rank one operator here is defined as

ψ b φ :“ x¨, φyL2ψ.

For an operator S P LpL2pRdq; L2pRdqq, we can assign a function, or more generally a distribution, to
the operator in several ways. The integral kernel of an operator S is defined as the tempered distribution
KS such that

xSf, gyS 1,S “ xKS, g b fyS 1,S .

For a Hilbert-Schmidt operator S, the kernel KS P L2pR2dq, and conversely any kernel KS P L2pR2dq
defines a Hilbert-Schmidt operator [34]. Alternatively, one can consider the Weyl symbol of an operator,
σS . In the context of quantum time-frequency analysis, the Weyl symbol is best understood as the
extension of the Wigner distribution in the rank one case to general operators. Recall that the Wigner
distribution for functions f, g P L2pRdq is given by

W pf, gqpzq :“

ż

Rd

f
´
x`

t

2

¯
g

´
x´

t

2

¯
e´2πiωt dt.

The Weyl symbol of the rank one operator f b g is then given by

σfbg “ W pf, gq,

and extended linearly to the Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Due to Moyal’s identity for the Wigner distri-
bution, we find that

xLσf, gyL2 “ xσ,W pf, gqyL2

where Lσ is the unique Hilbert-Schmidt operator with symbol σ. The Weyl quantisation σ Ñ Lσ
is unitary from L2pR2dq to HS, and by considering the Schwartz functions, extended by duality to
tempered distributions. Finally, we can consider the spreading representation of an operator. Given a
function f P L2pR2dq, the operator given by

Hf “

ż

R2d

fpzqπpzq dz,

where the integral can be understood weakly, defines a Hilbert Schmidt operator, and conversely any
Hilbert Schmidt operator S has a unique spreading function ηS . In the rank one case, the spreading
function is given by the ambiguity function:

ηfbgpzq “ e´iπxωVgfpω,´xq.

Similarly to the kernel and Weyl quantisations, the spreading representation can be extended to the
space of tempered distributions. We can consider how the various quantisation schemes interact, and
find that for an operator S P LpS ;S 1q;

σS “ F2T KS

and

ηS “ FΩpσSq.

Here the symplectic Fourier transform

FΩfpzq :“

ż

R2d

fpz1qe´2πipx1ω´xω1q dz1

is the appropriate notion of a Fourier transform on phase space. Importantly, the MppRdq spaces for
1 ď p ď 8 are invariant under the above transformations, and hence the spaces of operators formed by
the MppRdq spaces via the quantisation schemes discussed coincide.
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2.4 Quantum Harmonic Analysis

Quantum time-frequency analysis as discussed in this paper can be seen as an extension of Quantum
Harmonic Analysis (QHA), introduced by Werner in [38], and recently considered through the lens of
time-frequency analysis in [30] [31] [32], where tools from QHA are used to generalise known results and
provide new insights by extending the mechanics of harmonic analysis to operators. A key insight in
QHA is that the unitary representation of the Weyl-Heisenberg group on the Hilbert-Schmidt operators
given by

αzpSq :“ πpzqSπpzq˚,

amounts to a translation of the Weyl symbol of the operator. That is to say,

σαzpsq “ TzσS .

If one then considers the trace as the operator analogue to the integral of a function, convolutions between
operators and functions are naturally defined in the following manner:

Definition 2.2. For f P LppR2dq, S P Sq and T P Sp, where 1
p

` 1
q

“ 1` 1
r
, convolutions are defined by

f ‹ S :“

ż

R2d

fpzqαzpSq dz

S ‹ T pzq :“ trpSαzpŤ qq

where Ť “ PTP where P is the parity operator. The first integral is to be interpreted as a Bochner
integral.

Alongside convolutions, the central operation in QHA is the Fourier-Wigner transform FW : HS Ñ
L2pR2dq, defined as

FW pSqpzq :“ e´iπxωtr
`
πp´zqβwpSq

˘
.

The Fourier-Wigner of an operator gives the operator’s spreading function. The convolutions and Fourier-
Wigner transform interact as one would hope. Convolutions are associative and commutative, and satisfy
the Fourier convolution property:

FW pf ‹ Sq “ FΩpfq ¨ FW pSq

FΩpT ‹ Sq “ FW pT q ¨ FW pSq.

3 A Projective Representation on Hilbert-Schmidt Operators

In Werner’s Quantum Harmonic Analysis framework, one constructs a unitary representation αz on
Hilbert-Schmidt operators. The effect of this representation on the Weyl symbol of an operator is a
translation by z in phase space, hence the representation is not projective. Motivated by time-frequency
analysis of functions/signals, we introduce a new representation on the space of Hilbert-Schmidt opera-
tors:

Definition 3.1. Let w “ pw1, w2q, z “ pz1, z2q P R2d, and S P HS. The representation γw,z is then
defined as

γw,zpSq :“ πpzqSπpwq˚.

The representation γw,z is hence a projective representation of H ˆ H on HS – L2pRdq b L2pRdq,
which we can see by a simple calculation: Using the notation of Definition 3.1,

γw1,z1

`
γw,zpSq

˘
“ e´2πipz2¨z1

1
´w1

2
¨w1qγw`w1,z`z1 pSq.

To elucidate this representation, consider the rank one example S “ f b g. The action of γw,z on S is
then

γw,zpSq “ pπpzqfq b pπpwqgq.

7



3.1 Matrix coefficients and Integrated Representation

Given our representation γ on the Hilbert-Schmidt operators, it is natural to consider the matrix coeffi-
cient of γ. As the Hilbert-Schmidt operators form a Hilbert space, we can consider the matrix coefficients
weakly, and denote the resulting form by Q, as the Polarised Cohen’s class:

Definition 3.2. Given S, T P HS, the Polarised Cohen’s class is given by the function QST : L2pR4dq Ñ
C, defined as

QST pw, zq :“ xT, γw,zpSqyHS .

The nomenclature polarised Cohen’s class refers to the classification of a certain class of quadratic
time-frequency representations, (partly) extended to operators in [31]. To see how the the polarised
Cohen’s class looks in practice, we consider the rank-one example:

Example 3.3. Let S “ f b g and T “ ψ b φ. Then

Qfbgpψ b φqpz, wq “ xψ b φ, γw,zpf b gqyHS

“ trppψ b φqπpwqpf b gq˚πpzq˚q

“ Vfψpzq ¨ Vgφpwq.

as we would expect for a polarised version of the rank-one Cohen’s class (spectrogram).

Crucially, by polarising the general form of the Cohen’s class, we move from a quadratic time-
frequency representation to a linear one. In fact, the polarised Cohen’s class is not only a linear form
but also an isometry:

Proposition 3.4. The mapping T ÞÑ QSpT q is an isometry from HS to L2pR4dq for every S P HS with
}S}HS “ 1.

Proof. For S, T P HS, we decompose spectrally as S “
ř
n λnfn b gn and T “

ř
n ηnψn b φn, where

}fi} “ }gi} “ }ψi} “ }φi} “ 1. Then proceeding as in the previous example;

QSpT qpz, wq “ xT, γw,zpSqyHS

“
ÿ

n,m

λnηmVfnψmpzq ¨ Vgnφmpwq, (3)

from which it follows that

|QSpT qpz, wq|2 “
ÿ

i,j,n,m

λnλiηmηiVfnψmpzqVfiψjpzq ¨ VgnφmpwqVgiφjpwq.

The proposition then follows from Moyal’s orthogonality relation for functions;
ż

R4d

|QSpT qpz, wq|2 dz dw “
ÿ

i,j,n,m

λnλiηmηi

ż

R2d

VfnψmpzqVfiψjpzq

ż

R2d

VgnφmpwqVgiφjpwq dw dz

“
ÿ

i,j,n,m

λnλiηmηiδn,iδm,j

“ }T }2HS ¨ }S}2HS .

In fact following the approach of the above proof we have an even stronger statement, a Quantum
Time-Frequency Analysis Moyal’s identity:

Proposition 3.5. For R,S, T,W P HS;

xQRpSq, QT pW qyL2pR4dq “ xR, T yHS ¨ xS,W y
HS
.

As a simple corollary we observe:

Corollary 3.6. Given a non-zero S P HS,

spanptγw,zpSquw,zPR2dq “ HS.

8



In quantum harmonic analysis, the density of translates of an operator depends on the zeros of
its Fourier Wigner transform [30], in analogue to the case of translates of functions. In the quantum
time-frequency setting, density of time-frequency shifts of an operator requires only that the operator
is non-zero. The density of translates of an operator also informs the injectivity of operator operator
convolutions. In practice, this means for a sufficiently nice operator S, the map T ÞÑ QST pz, zq is
injective in HS. However, no such operator exists for which the map T ÞÑ QST pλ, λq for some discrete
lattice Λ Ă R2d is injective in HS, due to the failure of frames of translates for L2. We will see this
shortcoming is avoided by lifting the representation to double-phase space and consider a Schrödinger
representation of the double-phase space on the Hilbert-Schmidt operators.

Taking now a fixed S P HS, and considering the polarised Cohen’s class as the mapping QS : HS Ñ
L2pR4dq, we can construct the adjoint. For some F P L2pR4dq, this is can be done directly by

xT,Q˚
SF yHS “ xQST, F yL2

“

ż

R4d

xT, γw,zpSqyHSF pw, zq dz dw

“ xT,

ż

R4d

F pw, zqγw,zpSq dz dwyHS

where the vector-valued integral can be understood weakly.
An important feature of the polarised Cohen’s class is the reproducing property:

Proposition 3.7. Let S P HS. Then For any T P HS, we have the identity

Q˚
SQST “ T.

Furthermore, this gives rise to the reproducing formula

QST pw, zq “

ż

R4d

QST pw1, z1qkw,zpw1, z1q dw1 dz1,

where kw,zpw1, z1q “ xπpz1qSπpw1q˚, πpzqSπpwq˚yHS .

Proof. Writing S, T as orthogonal decompositions S “
ř
n fn b gn and T “

ř
n ψn b φn, we calculate

directly

Q˚
SQST “

ż

R4d

ÿ

n,m

Vfnψmpzq ¨ Vgnφmpwq ¨ γw,zpSq dz dw

“
ÿ

i,n,m

ˆż

R2d

Vfnψmpzqπpzqfi dz

˙
b

ˆż

R2d

Vgnφmpwqπpwqgi dw

˙

The identity follows clearly in the case of rank-one S. For higher rank S, we have the terms V ˚
fn
Vfmψipwq

(resp. g) for n ‰ m, which are necessarily zero since fi’s (resp gi’s) are pairwise orthogonal as the spectral
components of S. The claim then follows from Moyal’s identity for the spaces VfipL

2q, Vfj pL2q, along
with the isometry property of Vfi . Hence our reproducing kernel is given by

kw,zpw1, z1q “ xπpz1qSπpw1q˚, πpzqSπpwq˚yHS ,

In the case of a rank-one S, this reproducing property was used in [26]. We can formulate the
reproducing property as a twisted convolution which may be defined in the following manner:

Definition 3.8. Given F,G P L2pR4dq, the twisted convolution F ©̊G is given by

F ©̊G :“

ż

R4d

F pw1, z1qGpw ´ w1, z ´ z1qe´2πi

`
z1
1

pz2´z1
2

q´w1
1

pw2´w1
2

q
˘
.

A simple calculation then gives the identity:

QST ©̊QRW pw, zq “ xS,W yHSQRT pw, zq, (4)
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or in the case }S}HS “ 1;

QST ©̊QSSpw, zq “ QST pw, zq.

Using the same approach as for the R2d case (cf. [21]), the twisted convolution on R4d satisfies a mixed
Young’s inequality. Namely, given functions F P L1

vpR4dq and H P Lp,qm pR4dq we have

}F ©̊H}Lp,q
m

ď Cm,v}F }L1
v
}H}Lp,q

m
,

where v is some sub-multiplicative function and m a v-moderate weight, and Cm,v a constant depending
on v and m.

Equipped with a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, it is natural to consider that Toeplitz operators
on it. In our case we find a notion of localisation operator for operators:

Definition 3.9. Given a function F P L8pR4dq and a window S P HS, the corresponding localisation
operator ASF : HS Ñ HS is given by

ż

R4d

F pw, zqQST pw, zqγw,zpSq dw dz.

Using that the projection onto the RKHS is given by QSQ
˚
S : L2pR4dq Ñ QSpHSq, the Toeplitz

operator TF takes the form

TF pGq “ QSQ
˚
SpF ¨ Gq

for G P QSpHSq. It can hence be shown that the localisation operator ASF is unitarily equivalent to the
Toeplitz operator TF on QSpHSq:

ASFT “

ż

R4d

F pw, zqQST pw, zqγw,zpSq dw dz

“ Q˚
SpF ¨ QST q

“ Q˚
S

`
QSQ

˚
SpF ¨QST q

˘

“ Q˚
STFQST.

As in the function case, the localisation of an operator may be preferable to for example a simple
restriction and reconstruction on the Fourier Wigner of an operator. We can also consider the localisation
operator weakly, giving

xASFT,RyHS “ xF ¨QST,QSRyHS ,

for T,R P HS.

3.2 Time-Frequency Analysis of Operators

We begin the study of time-frequency analysis for operators by revisiting the weak definition of Weyl
quantisation. If we understand the Weyl quantisation of a symbol σ P L2pR2dq as the unique operator
satisfying

xLσf, gyL2pRdq “ xσ,W pf, gqyL2pR2dq,

for all f, g P L2pRdq, then we can equivalently define it by

xLσ, f b gyHS “ xσ,W pf, gqyL2pR2dq,

for all f, g P L2pRdq, or indeed by recognising that W pf, gq “ σfbg, by the condition

xLσ, SyHS “ xσ, σSyL2pR2dq

for all S P HS. As discussed, translates on the Weyl correspond to αz shifts on the operator, which
has led to the study of quantum harmonic analysis. In order to examine the time-frequency analysis of
operators, we must therefore understand the effect of modulation of the symbol, and moreover how the
composition of the two affects the operator. To that end we define βw:

10



Definition 3.10. Let w P R2d, and S P HS. Then

βwpSq :“ e´πiw1w2{2π
´w
2

¯
Sπ

´w
2

¯
.

This is equivalent to the definition

βwpSq :“ π
´w
2

¯
Sπ

´
´
w

2

¯˚

.

We can roughly intuit operator modulation as reflecting in phase space the action of the operator, the
parity operator is namely invariant under operator modulation. The concept of an operator modulation
is introduced implicitly in [24] and used in [6]. We claim that βw corresponds to a modulation of the
Weyl symbol of an operator:

Proposition 3.11. Given w P R2d, and S P HS,

σβwpSq “ MwσS ,

where Mw is the symplectic modulation; MwF pzq “ e2πiΩpz,wqF pzq.

Proof. Recalling that

σS “ FσFW pSq,

it is clear that a modulation of the symbol must result in a translation of the Fourier-Wigner transform of
the operator. To see that βw is the appropriate operator to do so, one can calculate the Fourier-Wigner
transform of βwpSq directly:

FW pβwpSqq “ e´iπxωtr
`
πp´zqβwpSq

˘

“ e´πiw1w2{2´iπxωtr
`
π

´w
2

¯
πp´zqπ

´w
2

¯
S

˘

“ e´iπpz1´w1qpz2´w2qtrpπp´pz ´ wqqSq

“ FW pSqpz ´ wq.

With a concept of modulation for operators, it follows that γw,z shifts are an appropriate time-
frequency shifts for operators, motivating our terminology of Quantum Time-Frequency Analysis:

Theorem 3.12. Let w “ pw1, w2q, z “ pz1, z2q P R2d, and S P HS. Then

σγw,zpSq “ eiπpw1`z1qpw2´z2qπpUpw, zqqσS ,

where

Upw, zq “ Upw1, w2, z1, z2q :“
´w1 ` z1

2
,
w2 ` z2

2
, w2 ´ z2, z1 ´ w1

¯
.

Proof. Rewriting γw,z, one finds

γw,zpSq “ πpzqSπpwq˚

“ eπiz1z2{2π
´z
2

¯
π

´z
2

¯
Sπpwq˚π

´z
2

¯˚

π
´z
2

¯

“ eπiz1z2βz

´
π

´z
2

¯
Sπpwq˚π

´z
2

¯˚¯

“ eπiz1z2´πiw1w2{2βz

´
π

´z
2

¯
π

´w
2

¯˚

π
´w
2

¯
Sπ

´w
2

¯˚

π
´w
2

¯˚

π
´z
2

¯˚¯

“ eπi
`
z1z2´w1w2{2´z1w2`w1z2

˘
βz

´
π

´w
2

¯˚

π
´z
2

¯
π

´w
2

¯
Sπ

´w
2

¯˚

π
´z
2

¯˚

π
´w
2

¯˚¯

“ eπi
`
z1z2´w1w2´z1w2`w1z2

˘
βz´w

´
π

´w ` z

2

¯
Sπ

´w ` z

2

¯˚¯

“ eiπpz1`w1qpz2´w2qβz´wαw`z
2

pSq
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In the rank one case, this recovers the well-known intertwining of the (cross) Wigner transform [19].
It is also clear that in the two cases z “ w and z “ ´w, one recovers the pure translation and modulation
operators respectively, as one would expect examining the formulas for γ, α and β. The converse then
follows:

Corollary 3.13. Let w, z, S be as in Theorem 3.12. Then

LMwTzσS
“ e´2πiw1z1γU´1pw,zqpSq

and

LTzMwσS
“ e´2πiw2z2γU´1pw,zqpSq,

were for later reference we remark that

U´1pw, zq “
´
w1 ´

z2

2
, w2 `

z1

2
, w1 `

z2

2
, z2 ´

w1

2

¯

“
´
w ´

Jz

2
, w `

Jz

2

¯
.

From this relation between γ shifts of operators and π shifts of the corresponding Weyl symbol, we
can consider the rank-one operator f b g with Weyl symbol W pf, gq, and find as a corollary the formula
used in [11]:

Corollary 3.14 (Lemma 2.2, [11]). Given f, g, ψ, φ P L2pRdq;

VW pψ,φq

`
W pf, gq

˘
pw, zq “ e´2πiw1z1Vψfpw ´

Jz

2
q ¨ Vφgpw `

Jz

2
q.

The change of variables U´1 is the analogue of the symmetric change of variables

TSF px, tq “ F
´
x`

t

2
, x´

t

2

¯
,

lifted to double (symplectic) phase space. This connection is unsurprising, since Ts, followed by the
partial Fourier transform F2, transforms the kernel of an operator to its Weyl symbol. It is interesting
to note that U is not a symplectic matrix, as it takes the form

U “

¨
˚̊
˝

0 ´1 0 1
1 0 ´1 0
1
2

0 1
2

0
0 1

2
0 1

2

˛
‹‹‚.

U is transformed to a symmplectic matrix (corresponding to the transformation of the integral kernel to
th Weyl symbol) by composition with the permutation matrix

c2 “

¨
˚̊
˝

0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0

˛
‹‹‚.

The permutation c2 is the permutation considered in Theorem 3.6 of [12], which we will later see is
natural in the Quantum TFA setting as well, as it arises from the identity KπpwqSπpzq˚ “ πpc2pw, zqqKS .

Since Weyl quantisation is unitary from L2pR2dq to HS, we can reformulate the definition of the polarised
Cohen’s class in terms of the respective Weyl symbols of the operators:

Corollary 3.15. For S, T P HS and w, z P R2d,

QST pw, zq “ e´iπpz1`w1qpz2´w2qxσT , πpUpw, zqqσSyL2 . (5)

The interpretation of γ as a time-frequency shift for operators motivates the study of what we call
quantum time-frequency analysis, as we uncover a wide range of tools from classical time-frequency
analysis at our disposal. In the rest of this work we examine how such tools behave on the operator
level, and connect many to examples of well-known results for functions.

The polarised Cohen’s class also has an interesting connection to the operator STFT introduced in
[13]:
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Proposition 3.16. Let S, T P HS. Then with VS as defined in [13];

QST pw, zq “ eiπw1¨w2FW pVST pzqqp´wq.

Proof. This follows from a direct calculation;

FW pVST pzqqp´wq “ e´iπw1¨w2trpπpwqVST pzqq

“ e´iπw1¨w2trpπpwqS˚πpzq˚T q

“ e´iπw1¨w2xT, πpzqSπpwq˚yHS .

As the Fourier-Wigner identifies an operator with its spreading function, we can interpret the polarised
Cohen’s class to be the pointwise spreading representation of the operator STFT.

3.3 A Fourier Transform on Double Phase Space

We define a Fourier Transform on double-phase space in the following manner:

Definition 3.17. Given a function F P L1pR4dq, we define the double-symplectic Fourier transform FΦ

as

FΦpF qpw, zq :“

ż

R4d

F pw1, z1qe´2πipΩpz,z1q´Ωpw,w1qq dw dz.

This definition can be extended to a unitary transformation on L2pR4dq following the standard density
argument, and is its own inverse: F2

Φ “ I.
The double-symplectic Fourier transform can be seen as the natural transform on double phase space,

we have for example the following relation for the polarised Cohen’s class:

Proposition 3.18. Given S, T,R,W P HS, the following relation holds:

FΦpQST ¨QRW qpw, zq “ QSRpw, zq ¨QTW pw, zq.

Proof. A direct calculation shows

FΦpQST ¨QRW qpw, zq “

ż

R4d

xT, πpz1qSπpw1q˚yHS ¨ xR, πpz1qWπpw1q˚yHSe
´2πipΩpz,z1q´Ωpw,w1qq dw1 dz1

“

ż

R4d

xT, πpz1qSπpw1q˚yHS ¨ xR, πpzq˚πpz1qπpzqWπpwq˚πpw1q˚πpwqyHS dw
1 dz1

“ xT, πpzqRπpwq˚yHS ¨ xS, πpzqWπpwq˚yHS ,

where we used Moyal’s identity for the polarised Cohen’s class, and the intertwining property for πpzq
shifts.

From this identity we have the natural corollary

Corollary 3.19. Given S, T P HS;

FΦp|QST |2qpw, zq “ QSSpw, zq ¨ QTT pw, zq.

We are also led to the identity:

Proposition 3.20. Given S, T P HS;

FΦpQST q “ KSpz1, w1qyKT pz2, w2qe´2πipz1z2´w1w2q.

Proof. This again follows from the corresponding identity on functions;

FΩ

`
Vgf

˘
pzq “ fpz1qĝpz2qe´2πiz1z2 .

13



Decomposing the operators then as in the previous proposition, we find

FΦpQST qpw, zq “
ÿ

m,n

ż

R2d

Vs1nt
1
mpz1qe´2πiΩpz,z1q dw ¨

ż

R2d

Vs2n t
2
mpw1qe2πiΩpw,w1q dz

“
ÿ

m,n

FΩpVs1n t
1
mqpzq ¨ FΩpVs2n t

2
mqp´wq

“
ÿ

m,n

s1npz1q ¨ xt1mpz2q ¨ s2npw1q ¨ xt2mpw2qe´2πipz1z2´w1w2q

“ KSpz1, w1qyKT pz2, w2qe´2πipz1z2´w1w2q.

4 Extending to Mp,q
m Spaces

As in the classical setting, it is useful to have a larger range of spaces than the Hilbert-Schmidt operators
at one’s disposal to take advantage of tools such as atomic decomposition. As in the function case
this is done by using the dual pairing of the Schwartz space and tempered distributions, we will see
that the correct spaces in the quantum setting are the Schwartz operators and their dual. We thus
consider the dual pairing pS,S1q “ pS b̂πS ,LpS ,S 1qq. The duality of the projective tensor product
of topological vector spaces is defined in terms of the generalised trace map, Tr : Xb̂πX

1 Ñ C by
Tr :

ř
i xi b yi ÞÑ

ř
i yipxiq. The space Xb̂πY then has the dual LpX,Y 1q, with the action:

xu, zy “ Trppub IY qpzqq

“
ÿ

n

λixupxiq, yiyY 1,Y

for z “
ř
i λixi b yi P Xb̂πX

1. Hence for some S “
ř
n fn b gn P S, T P S

1, we define

QST :“ xT, γw,zpSqyS1,S

“
ÿ

n

xTπpwqfn, πpzqgnyS 1,S .

In order for classical results to extend to the quantum setting, we often consider the behaviour of
operators on the symbol level, and it is therefore useful to note that the Weyl quantisation of Schwartz
functions and tempered distributions observes the same duality pairing, that is to say for S P S, T P S

1,

xS, T yS,S1 “ xσS , σT yS 1,S .

Claim 4.1. Given S P S, T P S
1 and w, z P R2d,

QST pw, zq “ e´iπpz1´w1qpz2`w2qxσT , πpUpw, zqqσSyS 1,S . (6)

Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.12, along with the fact that Weyl quantisation is an isomorphism
between S pR2dq and S, and between S 1pR2dq and S

1.

With the definition of the polarised Cohen’s class extended to Schwartz operators and their dual, we
define the general modulation spaces Mp,q

m for a v-moderate weight m;

Definition 4.2. Let S0 “ ϕ0 b ϕ0. Then given p “ pp1, p2q, q “ pq1, q2q, 1 ď p1, p2, q1, q2 ď 8;

Mp,q
m :“ tT P S

1 : QS0
T P Lp,qm pR4dqu.

for any polynomial-growth weight function m, with norm }T }Mp,q
m

“ }QS0
T }Lp,q

m
.
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Using this definition, we can consider the Mp,q spaces as vector–valued Lebesgue-Bochner spaces in
the following manner:

}T }Mp,q “
´ ż

R2d

ˇ̌
ˇ
ż

R2d

|xT, γw,zpϕ0 b ϕ0qyS1,S|p dw
ˇ̌
ˇ
q{p

dz
¯1{q

“
´ ż

R2d

ˇ̌
ˇ
ż

R2d

|xTπpwqϕ0, πpzqϕ0yS 1,S |p dw
ˇ̌
ˇ
q{p

dz
¯1{q

“
´ ż

R2d

ˇ̌
ˇ
ż

R2d

|Vϕ0

`
T ˚πpzqϕ0

˘
pwq|p dw

ˇ̌
ˇ
q{p

dz
¯1{q

“
´ ż

R2d

}T ˚πpzqϕ0}qMp dz
¯1{q

“ }T ˚πpzqϕ0}LqpR2d;MppRdqq.

Hence by identifying T with its integral kernel, which itself can be seen as a vector–valued function,
the spaces Mp,q are MppRdq–valued modulation spaces in the sense of [37]. We will need the following
lemma in the sequel, which is a result of [37] applied to our particular vector–valued setting:

Lemma 4.3. By identifying an operator T P Mp,q with its integral kernel, we have

Mp,q – FW
`
FLqpRd;MppRdqq, LqpRdq

˘
.

We can equivalently define the Mp,q
m spaces as follows:

Lemma 4.4. Given p “ pp1, p2q, q “ pq1, q2q, 1 ď p1, p2, q1, q2 ď 8;

Mp,q
m – M

p̃,q̃
m̃ pR2dq,

where M p̃,q̃
m̃ pR2dq “ tf P M8pR2dq : Vϕ0

fpUp¨, ¨qq P Lp,qm u.

Proof. The isomorphism is given by Lσ ÞÑ σ, which along with Corollary 3.15 completes the proof.

Just as the Hilbert-Schmidt operators are those operators T for which QS0
T ©̊ QS0

S0 “ QS0
T , we

can alternatively characterise the Mp,q
m spaces an analogous manner:

Proposition 4.5. Given T P S
1;

T P Mp,q
m ðñ QS0

T ©̊QS0
S0 “ QS0

T.

Proof. This follows from recognising that for F P S
1, F ©̊ QS0

S0 “ QSQ
˚
SF , and then proceeding in

the same manner as the function case (cf. Chapter 11 [21]) to show that the map Q˚
S is bounded from

Lp,qm pR4dq to Mp,q
m .

The connection between the spaces Mp,q
m and the space of operators with Weyl symbol in Mp,q

m pR2dq
is an interesting one, and one which indicates how the operators in Mp,q

m will behave. Indeed we have the
relation Theorem 3.12 between γ shifts and time-frequency shifts of the Weyl symbol, and subsequently
the integral kernel. However, since the change of variables U does not correspond to a symplectic
matrix, we cannot use the metaplectic intertwining property to consider the STFT with respect to some
transformed window, or use the tools developed in [10]. Our definition is related to the Symplectic
Modulation Spaces introduced in [33]. Hence the subtle difference in order of integration in the Lp,q

norm between the Mp,q spaces and the STFT of kernels is an important one. The framework of the
Mp,q spaces do seem to be important to understanding the mapping properties of operators between
modulation spaces, and in [12] the authors have used the rank one version of the condition Definition 4.2
to characterise operators between MppRdq and M8pRdq, as well as between M1pRdq and MppRdq.

In the case p “ q, with appropriate m, the LpmpR2dq condition in Definition 4.2 imposes the same
Mp
mpR2dq condition on the Weyl symbol and kernel. Critically, this means that M1 and M8 spaces

are precisely the operators with Weyl symbols or kernels in M1pR2dq and M8pR2dq respectively, and
we can use atomic decomposition for these spaces based on frames for the symbols. These operators
correspond to the endpoints of the aforementioned Gelfand triple pM1,HS,M8q. This Gelfand triple
was investigated in [18], and has been an object of interest in many works since. Since the space M1
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has Weyl symbol in M1pR2dq, many of the desirable features of M1pR2dq will find their parallel in M1,
one example of which we will see in the next section when considering frames. The space M1, which we
will hereafter refer to as Feichtinger operators, can be defined in several equivalent ways [17], which we
recall here for convenience:

Lemma 4.6. For any T P HS, the following are equivalent:

1. T P M1

2. σT P M1pR2dq

3. QTT P L1pR4dq

4. QST P L1pR4dq for any non-zero S P M1

5. T P N pM1;M1q

It follows from the last condition that the space of Feichtinger operators is a proper subset of trace
class operators. On the other hand, the characterisation of M8 is also well known (cf. [3]):

M8 – LpM1pRdq,M8pRdqq. (7)

While the the operators of the Gelfand triple pM1,HS,M8q can be well described, the general Mp,q
m

spaces may appear more opaque. We aim to elucidate how they behave, and to that end we consider
frames for operators in the next section.

Since we can interpret the mixed norm spaces Lp,qm as a vector-valued Lq space, operators in Mp,q
m

will be seen to act as operators mapping to M qpRdq spaces. To give an intuition of this, consider the
simple rank-one example:

Example 4.7. Given f P M qpRdq, g P MppRdq, f b g P Mp,q.

Using Eq. (5), we can show in the same manner to the function case that S P M1
v defines an equivalent

norm on Mp,q
m :

Proposition 4.8. Given S P M1
v, S defines an equivalent norm for Mp,q

m by

}QST }Lp,q
m

— }T }Mp,q .

Proof. This follows from Eq. (4) and Eq. (5);

}QST }Lp,q
m

“ }QS0
T ©̊QSS0}Lp,q

m

ď Cv,m}QS0
T }Lp,q

m
}QSS0}L1

v

and conversely

}QS0
T }Lp,q

m
“

1

}S}2
HS

}QST ©̊QS0
S}Lp,q

m

ď
Cv,m

}S}2
HS

}QST }Lp,q
m

}QSS0}L1
v
.

5 Discretisation of Mp,q spaces

Since one of the pillars of time-frequency research is the result that one can discretise functions in
modulation spaces by time-frequency shifts of an atom on a discrete subset of phase space, it is natural
and desirable to pursue such results for quantum time-frequency analysis, and indeed is a core motivation.
Since we can view QST as a wavelet transform onHS, coorbit theory instructs us that there exist discrete
decompositions for T P Mp,q

m , and we will spend this chapter considering these.
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5.1 Frames for HS

For the Hilbert space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators, we define the Gabor frames in the following manner:

Definition 5.1. Let S P HS. We call S a Gabor frame for HS on Λ ˆM if the set

tγλ,µpSqupλ,µPΛˆMq

is a frame for HS.

We will see that this definition is the natural concept for a Gabor frame for operators. We use the
same term, Gabor frame, for both the operator and function case, but it will always be clear from the
context which we refer to. For completeness we recall a central result of [1]:

Proposition 5.2 (Theorem 4.1(ii), [1]). Let tfiuiPI and tgjujPJ be frames for L2pRdq. Then tfi b
gjupi,jqPIˆJ is a frame for HS.

The result follows from a simple calculation using the definitions of frames. Since the quantisation
schemes are unitary, we immediately find that:

Proposition 5.3. Let tgiuiPI be a frame in L2pR2dq. Then tLgiuiPI is a frame for HS.

Proof. This is just a result of Weyl quantisation being unitary from L2pR2dq to HS, that is }S}HS “
}σS}L2 , and

xS,LgiyHS “ xσS , giyL2 .

By our assumption on tgiuiPI , we have that for any S P HS;

A}σS}2L2 ď
ÿ

iPI

|xσS , giyL2|2 ď B}σS}2L2.

It then follows that

A}S}2HS ď
ÿ

iPI

|xS,LgiyHS |2 ď B}S}2HS ,

precisely the frame condition for HS.

In the case of the frame tgiuiPI being a Gabor frame, that is, gi “ πpwi, ziqg for some g P L2pR2dq,
we can find the particular form of the Gabor frame generated by Lg using Theorem 3.12:

Corollary 5.4. Given a Gabor frame tπpλ, µqguλ,µPΛˆM for L2pR2dq, the Gabor system given by

tγλ,µpLgqupλ,µqPU´1pΛˆMq,

is a frame in HS.

Conversely, using the result of Proposition 5.2 we can consider the Weyl symbol of a Hilbert-Schmidt
frame constructed from two function frames:

Proposition 5.5. Given two Gabor frames tπpλqguλPΛ, tπpµqfuµPM in L2pRdq, the Weyl symbol of the
tensor product, σfbg, generates a Gabor frame in L2pR2dq on the lattice UpΛ ˆMq.

Proof. By Proposition 5.2, the tensor product f b g forms a Gabor frame for HS on the lattice Λ ˆM .
The result then follows in the converse manner to Proposition 5.3 by again using Theorem 3.12. In
particular, given any h P L2pR2dq:

A}Lh}2HS ď
ÿ

ΛˆM

|xLh, πpµqf b πpλqgyHS |2 ď B}Lh}2HS ,

and so

A}h}2L2 ď
ÿ

ΛˆM

|xh, πpUpλ, µqqσfbgyL2 |2 ď B}h}2L2.
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Finally we consider the dual frame of an operator. In [1] the author showed that a dual frame for a
rank-one tensor frame tfi b gjuIˆJ is given by the tensor product of dual frames tf̃i b g̃juIˆJ . Clearly
in this case the dual window of the rank one M1 window is again in M1. Indeed, since operator frames
correspond to function frames, we can use the Weyl correspondence to show:

Proposition 5.6. Let S P M1 generate a Gabor frame for HS. Then the canonical dual atom S̃ is in
M1.

Proof. This follows from the result of [22] on the localization of frames, along with the arguments above.

5.2 Frames for Mp,q

m
Spaces

We now turn our attention to operators in general Mp spaces, which consist of operators with both Weyl
symbol and kernel in MppR2dq:

Proposition 5.7. Let S P M1 be a Gabor HS frame over the lattice ΛˆM . Then an operator T P M8

is in Mp if and only if tQST pλ, µquλ,µ P ℓppΛ ˆMq.

Proof. By the same argument as Proposition 5.5, the Weyl symbol σS is a Gabor frame on UpΛˆMq, and
by the Weyl correspondence σS P M1pR2dq. Hence by the function frame characterisation of modulation
spaces, σT P MppR2dq if and only if txσT , πpUpλ, µqqσSyuΛˆM P ℓppΛˆMq. Thus by Theorem 3.12, this
implies that tQST pλ, µquλ,µ P ℓppΛ ˆMq.

Motivated by this, we continue to find a discrete characterisation of the mixed-norm spaces Mp,q
m ,

with the aim of showing that we can reconstruct T from samples of QST on the lattice. Since the change
of variables U on phase space is not symplectic, we are in the mixed-norm case unable to translate
decomposition results for the Weyl symbol or kernel to results for T in a straight forward way. Indeed
the permutation of order of integration in defining modulation spaces leads to very different spaces.

Considering rank-one operators, it may seem like the tensorisation of modulation spaces will give
appropriate spaces. Indeed, the Gelfand triple pM1,HS,M8q corresponds to projective tensor product,
tensor product of Hilbert spaces, and injective tensor product. However, the completion of the algebraic
tensor product for arbitrary p, q is not so straightforward. Instead we will consider the reproducing
formula for QST and show that the twisted convolution property along with Young’s inequality gives
the appropriate discretisation properties. We begin by recalling the following result:

Lemma 5.8. Given S P M1
v, then QS0

S P W pL8, ℓ1vq.

This follows from the fact that in the Mp
v case the Weyl symbols are in Mp

ṽ pR2dq, where ṽ “ v ˝ U .
We consider first the analysis operator:

Proposition 5.9. Given S P M1
v and lattice Λ ˆM , the analysis map CS, defined as

CSpT q “ tQST pλ, µquΛˆM ,

is a bounded map from Mp,q
m to ℓp,qm pΛ ˆMq.

Proof. Combining the twisted convolution identity Eq. (4) with Lemma 2.1 concerning Wiener-amalgam
space convolution relations, we find:

}CSpT q}ℓp,qm
“ }QST |ΛˆM }ℓp,qm

ď C}QST }W pL8,ℓ1vq

ď }QS0
S}W pL8,ℓ1vq}T }Mp,q

m
.

On the other hand the synthesis operator is similarly bounded:

Proposition 5.10. Given S P M1
v and lattice Λ ˆM , the synthesis map

DSpaq “
ÿ

ΛˆM

aλ,µγλ,µpSq,

is a bounded map from ℓp,qm pΛˆMq to Mp,q
m , where the sum converges unconditionally in the case p, q ă 8,

otherwise in the weak-˚ topology.
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Proof. A direct calculation shows

QSpDSpaqqpw, zq “
ÿ

ΛˆM

xaλ,µγλ,µpSq, γw,zpSqy.

Let us denote Kλ,µ “ r0, 1s4d ` pλ, µq, the unit square translated by the lattice point λ, µ. We then
consider the sequence

tS̃λ,µuΛˆM :“
!
maxt|QSSpw, zq| : pw, zq P Kλ,µu

)
ΛˆM

,

which is well defined since QSS P W pL8, ℓ1vq. It then follows that

}QSpDSpaqq}Lp,q ď
ÿ

ΛˆM

|aλ,µxS, γw´λ,z´µpSqy|

ď C1}a ˚ S̃}ℓp,qm

ď C2}a}ℓp,qm
}QSS}W pL8,ℓ1vq

where C1 depends on the lattice and weight function m, and C2 depends on the weight function m.

Finally combining the two we get the boundedness of the frame operator:

Proposition 5.11. Given S, T P M1
v and lattice Λ ˆM , the frame operator

ES,T paq “ DTCS ,

is a bounded map from Mp,q
m to itself.

The existence of frames (and dual frames) in M1
v again follows from the coincidence of M1

v with
symbols in M1

v pR2dq. Crucially the above results give us the discrete characterisation of the Mp,q
m spaces

which we will often make us of:

Theorem 5.12. An operator T P M8 is in the space Mp,q
m if and only if CSpT q P ℓp,qm for some S P M1

v

which generates a Gabor frame.

As in the function case we can consider the frame operator as taking the form

ES,T p¨q “
ÿ

ΛˆM

x¨, γλ,µpSqyγλ,µpT q.

It follows then that the frame operator is invariant under shifts of the type

ES,T ÞÑ γλ,µES,Tγ
˚
λ,µ,

from which one can see that given an operator S P HS which generates a Gabor frame, the canonical
dual frame is given by S̃ “ E´1

S,SpSq.
Finally the boundedness of the frame operator on all Mp,q

m spaces allows us to extend the reconstruc-
tion property of Gabor frames in HS to all Mp,q

m spaces:

Corollary 5.13. Let S, S̃ P M1
v generate dual Gabor frames on ΛˆM , that is to say ES̃,S “ IHS . Then

for T P Mp,q
m ;

T “
ÿ

ΛˆM

QST pλ, µqγλ,µpS̃q,

where the sum converges unconditionally for p, q ă 8, otherwise in the weak-˚ topology.

6 Properties of Mp,q
m Spaces

Equipped with a frame characterisation for the Mp,q
m spaces, we proceed to investigate the properties of

the operators in these classes in this section. In [11], Schatten properties are presented for σS P MppR2dq
in the case 1 ď p ď 2, and for σS P Mp,p1

pR2dq in the case 2 ď p ď 8 where 1
p

` 1
p1 “ 1, using interpolation

between the cases p “ 1, 2. The same approach can be used for operators S with σS P MppR2dq, where
now 2 ď p ď 8, with the correspondence for Feichtinger operators established in [17].
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Proposition 6.1. The following inclusions are densely continuous in the norm topology for p ă 8 and
in the weak-˚ topology for p “ 8:

1. For 1 ď p ď 2, Mp Ă Sp.

2. For 2 ď p ď 8, Sp Ă Mp.

Proof. The first case of inclusion in the proposition is known [11], we concern ourselves with the latter.
We have the endpoints M2 “ HS and M8 “ BpM1;M8q. In both cases, i “ 2,8, the inclusion
Si ãÑ Mi is continuous. Hence using complex interpolation (cf. [35], [16]) with θ “ 1 ´ 2

p

Sp “ rHS,KpL2qsθ,

Mp “ rM2,M8sθ,

the inclusion result follows for 2 ď p ď 8. The inclusions are dense, in the norm topology for p ă 8 and
the weak-˚ topology for p “ 8. In the case 1 ď p ď 2, this follows from the density ofM1pRdq Ă L2pRdq.
In the 2 ă p ď 8 case, we consider the restriction of the decomposition to finite subsets of the lattice;

Tn “
ÿ

pλ,µqPΛnˆΛn

QST pλ, µqπpµqg̃ b πpλqg̃

Such operators are of finite rank operators from M8pRdq to M1pRdq and hence in every Sp class, and
are dense in Mp. Hence Sp is dense in Mp.

In the case of mixed-norm Mp,q spaces, discretisation gives an easy means to show the following:

Proposition 6.2. Let T P Mp,q. Then there exists a decomposition

T “
ÿ

nPN

snφn b ψn,

where tsnuN P ℓq, φn P M1pRdq and ψn P MppRdq such that }φn}M1 “ 1 and }ψn}Mp “ 1 for all n. The
sum is understood to converge unconditionally for p, q ă 8, otherwise in weak-˚ topology.

Proof. Let T P Mp,q. Using Corollary 5.13, and let S “ gbg for some g P M1pRdq, such that g generates
a Gabor frame on Λ. We then have

T “
ÿ

ΛˆΛ

QST pλ, µqγλ,µpS̃q

with tQST uΛˆΛ P ℓp,q. For a fixed µ, define ψµ :“
ř

λQST pλ,µqπpλqg̃

}QST pλ,µq}ℓp
, which is a normalised element

of MppRdq, by the discrete characterisation of function modulation spaces. Furthermore the sequence
s “ tsµuµPΛ, where for each fixed µ, sµ :“ }QST pλ, µq}ℓp , is an element of ℓq by Theorem 5.12. Hence
the decomposition

T “
ÿ

µPΛ

sµπpµqg̃ b ψµ

satisfies the claim.

Corollary 6.3. For any 1 ď p, q ă 8, Mp,q Ă KpMp1

;M qq.

In this sense, the Weyl product relations from [27] become evident, wherein the composition of
operators S P Mp,q,T P Mp1,q1

are contained in another operator modulation class based on p, q, p1, q1.
In particular, for p ą 2, one does not in general have that Mp ˝ Mp Ă Mp, since MppRdq Ć Mp1

pRdq
and so the codomain of S P Mp is not necessarily contained in Mp1

pRdq. Hence the composition T ˝ T
for some T P Mp is not necessarily bounded on MppRdq.

One may show the stronger result that Mp,q operators are also p-summing. For this, a similar
approach to that used for the classical Hille-Tamarkin operators (cf. [29]) is used, along with the infinite
matrix characterisation of Mp,q in the same manner as in Corollary 6.3:
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Proposition 6.4. For 1 ď p, q ă 8, Mp,q Ă ΠqpMp1

;M qq, where ΠppMp1

;M qq is the space of p-
summing operators from Mp1

pRdq to M qpRdq.

Proof. Let tfnunďN be a finite sequence of functions in Mp1

pR2q, and g generate a Gabor frame on the
lattice Λ as above with dual atom g̃, and S “ g b g. Denote by cn “ tcnλuλ P ℓp

1

the coefficients of fn
with respect to the Gabor frame generated by g on Λ. Again, for any T P Mp,q, T can be expressed as

T “
ÿ

pλ,µqPΛˆΛ

QST pλ, µqπpµqg̃ b πpλqg̃.

For convenience, we use the notation }¨}ℓppλq to denote that taking the ℓp norm over the sequence indexed
by λ holding other indices constant. We then see

ÿ

nďN

}Tfn}qMq “
ÿ

nďN

›› ÿ

pλ,µqPΛˆΛ

QST pλ, µqxfn, πpλqg̃yπpµqg̃
››q
Mq

—
ÿ

nďN

ÿ

µPΛ

ˇ̌
ˇ

ÿ

λPΛ

QST pλ, µqxfn, πpλqg̃y
ˇ̌
ˇ
q

“
ÿ

nďN

ÿ

µPΛ

}QST pλ1, µq}q
ℓppλ1q

ÿ

λPΛ

ˇ̌
ˇ QST pλ, µq

}QST pλ1, µq}ℓppλ1q
¨ xfn, πpλqg̃y

ˇ̌
ˇ
q

.

We define gµ :“ t QST pλ,µq
}QST pλ1,µq}ℓppλ1q

u P ℓppλq, ie the normalised rows of the infinite matrix, such that

}gµ}ℓp “ 1. Then

ÿ

nďN

}Tfn}qMp —
ÿ

µPΛ

}QST pλ, µq}q
ℓppλq

ÿ

nďN

ˇ̌
ˇxgµ, cnyℓp,ℓp1

ˇ̌
ˇ
q

À }T }q
Mp sup

gPBpℓpq

ÿ ˇ̌
ˇxg, cnyℓp,ℓp1

ˇ̌
ˇ
q

,

as required.

Since MppRdq spaces have the inclusion property MppRdq Ă M qpRdq for p ă q, with } ¨ }Mq ď
} ¨ }Mp , for p ď 2 we can consider either the restriction of an operator T P Mp as a bounded operator
T P LpMp;Mpq, or as a bounded operator T P LpMp1

;Mp1

q. Along with Section 2.b of [28], which
states that a p-summing operator from a Banach space X into itself has r-summable eigenvalues, where
r “ maxt2, pu, this gives Theorem 3.1 of [29] as a corollary:

Corollary 6.5 (Theorem 3.1, [29]). Let 1 ď p ď 2. Then for any T P Mp:

• T is a compact operator from MppRdq to MppRdq with 2-summable eigenvalues.

• T is a compact operator from Mp1

pRdq to Mp1

pRdq with p-summable eigenvalues.

We now consider how the Mp,q relate to operators with Weyl symbol in some modulation space
Mp,qpR2dq. To that end, we find from Proposition 6.2 the following:

Corollary 6.6. If T P Mp,1, then σT P M1,ppR2dq.

Proof. If T P Mp,1, then T admits a decomposition

T “
ÿ

nPN

snφn b ψn
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with sn, φn, ψn as in Proposition 6.2 for q “ 1. Letting S “ ϕ0 b ϕ0, it follows that

}σT }M1,p “ }QST pU´1pw, zqq}L1,p

“
›››

ÿ

nPN

snVϕφn

´
w `

Jz

2

¯
Vϕψn

´
w ´

Jz

2

¯›››
L1,p

ď
ÿ

nPN

|sn| ¨
›››Vϕφn

´
w `

Jz

2

¯
Vϕψn

´
w ´

Jz

2

¯›››
L1,p

“
ÿ

nPN

|sn| ¨ }|Vϕφn| ˚ | ˇVϕψn|}Lp

ď
ÿ

µPM

|sn| ¨ }Vϕφn}L1} ˇVϕψn}Lp

“
ÿ

µPM

|sn|

where we have used Corollary 3.15, along with the change of variables w ÞÑ w´ Jz
2

and Young’s inequality.

Corollary 6.7. If σT P M8,qpR2dq, then T P Mq,8.

Proof. This follows from Corollary 6.6 and a duality argument.

By considering the two inclusion relations Corollary 6.6 and Corollary 6.7, and recalling that Mp

consists of operators with Weyl symbol in MppR2dq, we can use an interpolation argument to extend the
previous results:

Theorem 6.8. Given 1 ď p ď q ď 8, if T P Mq,p then σT P Mp,qpR2dq. Conversely given
1 ď q ď p ď 8, if σT P Mp,qpR2dq then T P Mq,p.

Proof. Denote by M̃p,q the space of operators with Weyl symbol inMp,qpR2dq with corresponding norm.
Clearly in the case q “ p, the spaces Mp and M̃p coincide, and hence Mp

ãÑ M̃p is a continuous
inclusion. In the case p “ 1, the inclusion M1,q

ãÑ M̃1,q is a continuous inclusion by Corollary 6.6. We
recall that Mp,q spaces can be defined as a (vector–valued) Wiener-amalgam space as in Lemma 4.3, and
that for the vector–valued Lesbegue spaces LqpRd;MppRdqq, we have the same complex interpolation
spaces as the scalar case (Theorem 5.1.2, [8]). It follows then from the same argument as the classical
Wiener amalgam case [15] that the (complex) interpolation spaces with θ “ p1 ´ pqp1 ´ 1

q
q´1, we have

Mq,p “ rMq,1,Mq,qsθ.

Using the classical interpolation of function modulation spaces on the Weyl symbols, we also have

M̃p,q “ rM̃1,q,M̃q,qsθ

Hence the inclusion result follows by interpolation for 1 ď p ď q. The converse argument for q ď p

follows in the same manner now using Corollary 6.7.

Combining this with Proposition 6.4 gives:

Corollary 6.9. Given p ď q, if σT P M q,ppR2dq then T P ΠqpMp1

;M qq.

In [11], the authors make use of the above relations by identifying a (pure) localisation operator as
the convolution of a mask distribution with a Wigner distribution, which is of course precisely the Weyl
symbol of a rank-one operator. Since the space M1 is precisely the space of operators with Weyl symbols
in M1pR2dq, the operator-function convolutions allow us to generalise the classification to mixed-state
localisation operators:

Theorem 6.10. For any S P M1, and a P M8pR2dq, the mixed-state localisation operator

A “ a ‹ S

is bounded on all Mp,qpRdq spaces.
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Proof. This follows from the convolution relations for modulation spaces and the celebrated result of [23]
that operators with Weyl symbol in M8,1pR2dq are bounded on all Mp,qpRdq spaces.

Let us close this section with a remark concerning the relation between the coorbit spaces of operators
introduced in [13] and the Mp,q-spaces introduced in this work. Recalling that the operator STFT [13]
satisfies the identity

QST pw, zq “ eiπw1¨w2FW pVST pzqqp´wq,

the spaces M
p introduced in that work are the M2,q spaces. This can be seen by recalling that the

Fourier-Wigner transform is an isometric isomorphism from Hilbert-Schmidt operators to L2pR2dq.
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